New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
February 21, 2018 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
I forgot to count, but I think we had eighteen members turn out for an unseasonably warm
February evening AND Marge K joined us from California using Google Hangout! This was a trial
run for distant members, but we hope to have more of our distant members be able to join the
meeting next month. Stay tuned and please let us know if you are interested in attending
remotely.
NJNA now has 34 paid members and Heidi has notified all of them of the new NJNA passwords
for the website. Karen B from Englewood, NJ joined this month by sending her dues to Heidi.
She wasn’t able to attend this month, but hopes to get to a meeting once the days are longer.
We are all anxious to welcome her in person and hope to find out how she learned about NJNA!
Cathryn got us started on the February program, Valentine Heart, a free design offered by
Carole Lake.

Valentine Heart stitched by Cathryn
In addition to providing the directions from Carole Lake’s website, NJNA provided the pale blue
canvas to everyone who indicated interest in stitching this. Cathryn started us with the Rhodes
stitch in the center and added the rest at intervals during the meeting. Cathryn thoughtfully
provided a heart template so that we don’t have to cut up our directions!
The main business of the meeting was pulling the winner for the 2017 Show and Tell prize of
$25 gift card to the Edwardian Needle (and donated by the Edwardian Needle). Sue R was the
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lucky winner for her June entry of showing of a painted canvas of violets, pansies, irises that
was finished into a project bag by the Nimble Needle in Atlanta.

The winning show and tell prize entry! Congratulations Sue R!
Rosie reported that the current NJNA treasury balance is $4,102.81.
Linda M and her husband delivered the 19 pieces to be displayed by NJNA at the Woodlawn
Plantation Exhibit during the month of March. This lovely show is well worth a visit. Be sure to
include lunch in the Cafe run by Nelly’s Needlers on site. Generally pictures are not allowed,
but that doesn’t stop play by play reporting on our blog! Who will win a ribbon this year?
The NJNA SOTM group has started stitching Lorene Salt’s Kaleidoscope as our 2018 project.
Please follow the NJNA blog to see our progress! All of the different colorways are amazing!
What’s that? You don’t know how to follow our blog? Not to worry, NJNA will present a
program in March to walk you through the website, show you how to sign up to follow our
blog, and teach you how to contribute to our blog. We currently have about 400 followers on
our blog – NJNA is Blogging!! March promises to be an informative meeting.
In April, NJNA will do a small eyelet design called “Mille Fleur.” NJNA will provide the white
canvas. This is a study in eyelets and another good stash-buster! Isn’t the pillow a great way to
finish this design?
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Some of the NJNA Background Sampler workshop participants were excited to see several of
David McCaskill’s topiary designs that Cathryn brought as examples to the workshop. So, NJNA
is pleased to announce that we will stitch his “Patriotic Topiary” in May and June.

Cathryn’s framed Patriotic Topiary and an enlarged version of the stitching. NJNA may elect to
do other designs in this series if this project goes well.
The cost of the Patriotic Topiary kit will be $45 and it includes directions, drawn canvas, and
embellishments. We need to give David McCaskill time to assemble the kits, so we must have
your payment of $45 by the March NJNA meeting on March 21. Checks to NJNA please. If you
want to do this project and can’t attend the meeting, please mail your check to Rosie at 34
Gunther Street in Mendham, NJ 07945 before March 21. No exceptions. (Cathryn kitted the
recommended threads and expects that the threads will run about $36 – of course, you can
also use your stash!)
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In July we will have our traditional salad supper and stitch-in. In August, we will augment our
stitch-in with a discussion of common needlework mistakes. (I know I’ll be able to contribute to
THAT discussion!!)
Sylvia announced the planning for the next NJNA workshop. She is hoping to bring Debbie
Rowley to NJ to teach her “Explorations” which was a close runner up for the 2018
SOTM. We would need at least 16 people to sign up – the cost would be around $230
depending upon which colorway you choose. Ghosts will be allowed. Sylvia will be looking for
a show of interest at the next meeting.

“Explorations” by Debbie Rowley: Autumn Colorway
REMINDER: In 2018, NJNA plans to keep our meeting schedule on the third Wednesday of each
month with two exceptions: the September meeting will be on September 12 and the
November meeting will be on November 14. Please mark your calendars!
I hope you enjoy the show and tell pictures.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell

This is Heidi’s finish of “Background Sampler I” in the gray colorway. Heidi changed out both
the overdyed and the Krienik thread from the pewter colorway. She stitched E & E with a
special date in the bottom trapezoid (the block that we had to do our own thing in!). Can you
guess? It commemorates her daughter’s wedding! Lovely Stitching!

This is stocking number 39 stitched by
Janet P through the years. She doesn’t
know who it is for yet.
An even more amazing fact: she started
stitching this in January 2018.
An even more awesome fact (and why I
placed the stocking on this page): Janet
used a different background stitch from
the Background Sampler I in each of the
panels!
I know for a fact that Cathryn plans to
show this to David McCaskill when she and
Marge K meet with him for lunch in
California.
WOW, just WOW!
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The NJNA January 2018 Program: Winter Stars!
Marge K’s is finished in a Sudberry Box – great idea!
Heidi’s is next to Marge’s.
Diane’s is below.
Rosie’s is diagonal.
(Is this starting to sound like a math puzzle?)
I probably need to do some photo editing since the canvasses are all the same color! The
variation in the overdyed thread is interesting too!
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A couple of months back, Janet P showed off her stitching on this bee canvas that she
purchased in Maine. She had it finished into this stunning pillow at the Edwardian Needle and
just picked it up last week! So worth it!

Heidi just completed stitching “Carrots” by Jennifer Riefenberg. She has just signed up to take
Jennifer’s “Radishes”, so that gave her incentive to finish this one! You have to love Jennifer’s
collection of vegetables! “Beets” will be next!
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If you follow the NJNA blog, you will recognize Rosie’s completion of Razzle Dazzle by Ann
Strite-Kurz. This was a SOTM project from a few years ago. She slogged through the last few
steps at the Stitcher’s Hideaway Winter Escape retreat in Sturbridge, MA earlier in the week!

Isn’t this a beautiful leather purse by Lee? The purse came with a leopard print canvas that
Cathryn didn’t care for. She bought it anyway at Stitching Studio and Gift Boutique in
Richmond, VA. Then she stitched her Bermuda Blue monogram right over the top of the
leopard print! My daughter is crying!
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Cathryn also stitched these “Three Hearts” by Kate Dickerson in her favorite Bermuda colors!
She has a wooden tree that she uses for her Bermuda Christmas ornaments and she has
decided to keep the tree up year-round and decorate it with seasonal ornaments. Of course,
these are February and her Valentine Heart will be added as soon as it is finished!

Janet P stitched this “Salmo Salar” (Atlantic Salmon – I looked it up!) and had it finished into an
ornament by Edwardian Needle. I have another family member who “needs” this – although he
would probably prefer Pacific Salmon!
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Sylvia’s daughter forced her boyfriend to
make a stop at the stitching shop in New
Orleans so that she could buy this “Mardi
Gras!” design to give to her Mom as a
present. Thoughtful daughter!
Now that it is done, Sylvia plans to re-gift
it back to her daughter! Aha -- likely the
daughter’s plan from the start!
It was finished by Mona Bost at the Silver
Needle in Tulsa, OK.

Sylvia also stitched this “Winter Deer”
design which she found at a cross stitch
festival in Valley Forge.
This ornament was also finished by Mona
Bost at the Silver Needle in Tulsa.
I missed my chance to take a picture of
the fabric on the back of this ornament –
it was perfect!
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These are Heidi’s “Replacement
Ornaments”. Every year, Heidi
stitches ornaments for her
grandkids.
Last year, she completed
stitching on the two gift
ornaments. You can view one in
the October 2017 Meeting
Summary and the other in the
November 2017 Summary.
Unfortunately, she put them in
her purse to take them for
finishing and somewhere along
the way they were lost. So these
are the “replacements”! How’s
that for dedication?
So, these are both designs
painted by Cindy Helmers of our
chapter. Heidi found them at the
NJ Needlefest! Very cute, Cindy!
Great stitching, Heidi! NJNA
Rocks!
And, seriously, I can’t imagine the
strength that it took to make two
more ornaments after the first
ones went missing.

